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The new financial year has begun with some exciting projects lined up at Bus 4x4. Read
below to learn more about our latest conversions and builds.
We look forward to continue delivering our exceptional range of 4x4 people moving
solutions that provide comfort, reliability, and safety to our clients from mining, tourism,
remote schools, rental fleets, as well as private customers.
Connect with us through our website or our social media pages to receive our latest
updates.
Warm Regards,

Bus 4x4 Team
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BUS 4x4 UPDATES
NEW BUILDS AND DELIVERIES

Our 4x4 fleet is growing! Bus 4x4 have converted a total of over 800 vehicles to fourwheel drive.
We continue to evolve, constantly improving our products to stay ahead of the
everchanging off-road industry. At Bus 4x4, it’s all about MORE GO!
Want to learn more about our 4x4 conversions? Call us on 1300 287 494 to talk to our
team or visit our website.

4WD TYRES

With strong and aggressive tread patterns, All Terrain (AT) tyres have large lugs which
help to “clean” off debris and mud that can be built up between the lugs.
The strength and design of these tyres make them less resistant to puncture, compared
to other types of tyres. In addition, they can be deflated lower, which is a requirement
on challenging terrains.
This is why, at Bus 4x4, we use All Terrain tyres on all our 4×4 conversions.
If you would like to learn more about our Bus 4x4 conversions, visit our website or call
our team on 1300 287 494.
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IN THE NEWS

Our WA distributor, Perth Motor Bodies, was recently featured on Everything Outdoors
Series 1 for their commendable work on Bus 4x4 conversions. Watch the full video here.
If you are looking to buy a Bus 4x4 conversion of Toyota HiAce or Toyota Coaster, visit
www.bus4x4.com.au or contact us on enquiries@bus4x4.com.au

DID
YOU
KNOW

?

Winton, QLD
A perfect combination of rich culture and heritage,
Winton, is a paradise for 4WD enthusiasts.
Known as the Dinosaur Capital of Australia, home of
Waltzing Matilda and Queensland’s Boulder Opal;
Winton has won many awards for its splendid tourist
attractions.
Fun fact: Winton is famous for the world’s only recorded
evidence of a dinosaur stampede. Learn more about
Winton here.
If you are looking to hire a 4x4 bus for your next
adventure, contact our team today.

Bus 4x4 Group includes Bus 4x4 Global | Bus 4x4 Kitshop | Bus 4x4 Hire, located at
1828 Ipswich Rd Rocklea, Queensland 4106 Australia +61 7 3276 1420
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